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Editor’s Note

W

hat is poetry if it carries not an iota of poetic truthS? I must acknowledge that I
owe the idea of truthS to Linda Hutcheon. When Charles Bukowski expresses
the view that “Poetry is what happens when nothing else can,” I think he is
making a significant statement about the quintessential nature of the poetic art. Poetry
goes beyond the creative expression of the “representable” and the “normal”; it affords
even the so-called “unrepresentable” and the “excluded” the luxury of representations in
order to upset the norm and place it in perpetual crisis. Of course, this crisis is
advantageous to the fertility of poetic imagination. Perhaps, that is the poetry that
happens when nothing else can.
When the discourses of the Higher Order Disciplines (HOD) foster on us a Truth that
denies the polyrhythm of our existence, poetry deconstructs the Truth and lays bare the
sinews of the truthS of our nature. What characterizes these truthS is its openness to
the multiplicity, and at the same time, the contextual specificity of our experiences.
Thus, the capitalization of the plural marker signifies its allegiance to the plurality of
un/realities. This stark expression of poetic truthS affords poetry its elasticity of
representations. As Rose Mae has rightly claimed, “Art has no limits of expression when
fortune favors the bold.”
In this issue, there are interesting poems by Tim Trimble, Paul Benton, Mahima Gupta,
Basit Olatunji, Stephen Mead, ‘Deji W. Adesoye, David Schwartz, Kousik Adhikari,
Gbenga Ogunleye, Robert James, Abiodun Soretire, JD DeHart, Goodness Olanrewaju,
Anthony Ward, Aneesha Roy, Jonathan Doughty, Gabriel Bamgbose, Rose Mae,
Wilson Hill, Adeleke Haamid, Glenn Fang, Ambrose Thompson, Abiola Abidemi, Ryan
Johnson, and Odun Orimolade that would make us experience the different shades of
truthS that shape our world.
Enjoy reading!

Gabriel Bamgbose
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1
Ken Trimble
Ken Trimble is sixty years old and he
lives on a mountain in south eastern
Australia in a town called Warburton.
He has published six books; four books
of the six were published by Littlefox
Publishers. His latest book is The ghost
to his green: A tribute to Dylan Thomas
by Littlefox. His works have appeared
in four anthologies. He has been
published in following magazines –
Gutter Eloquence, The Blue Lake
Review, The Blue Hour, Horror Sleaze
Trash, Cold Noon Travel Poetics,
Windmills, Little Raven, The Gypsy Art
Show, Collected Works Poetry Ideas
and Desolation Angels. His works have
been published in America, Australia,
India and Europe. He has been twice
nominated for the Pushcart Prize. The
ghost to his green is available via
lawsonsotherdog@hotmail.com
or
www.littlefoxpublishing.com.

The Slap
I often put the cart before
The horse
I imagine my books
Selling by the millions
And that City Lights
Paid me the highest
Honour by having
My ‘Chronicles of
Kennzio’ in its window
Same things happens
With women. I have
Already made love
To them in every
Bacchanalian way
A latter day
Crowley
And then like
Ijagun Poetry Journal
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All good fantasies
A person or a
Situation slaps
Me down
We all need
A good slap
It’s like
Having a
Shower
Until I have
One
My body
And mind
Retreat into
The miasma
Of Walter
Mitty
Land

Dreaming Diego
Writing and painting have no difference,
You wait on your blank canvas muse,
In the mud and slime, an idea blows by,
Maybe you catch it, maybe you don’t,
If you do, suddenly, the seed, becomes
The flower, and then, you are Stein
In Paris, Hemingway on a bender,
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s tortured soul,
Corso’s Gasoline, Italian pasta,
Ann Waldeman’s beat on lips,
Frida’s hallucinogenic mind,
Poole’s brilliant ginger….
Dreaming Diego’s perfect
Box of hummingbirds.

We Two
I want to paint your portrait
Nude surrounded by
Hummingbirds and Doves
I want to be the sun
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You lie down on
The sensual sounds of your
Words
My feathers a golden task
Inviting you
Into the rainforest
Where I may bed you
And we will talk
After the long night of love
Of Trotsky
And
Occupy Wall Street
And
I will be your
Trophy O
Dear love of lust
Between the day and
Night.
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Paul Benton
Paul Benton was born in Sedalia,
Missouri (short-lived home of Scott
Joplin) and learned early on to love
and appreciate poetry and wordplay
through Dr Seuss and Edgar
Allen Poe. He
has had
poetry
appear in dozens of journals
including Cimarron Review, Poet
Lore, Puerto de Sol, Margie and
Main Street Rag.

The Ice Cream Man Is Burning
The place is on fire
the entire place
flames devour holy man
and infidel alike
the young girls
unblemished, lurch
down the street
human torch-light
uncorrupted, screams
buzz saw into smoke
pigeons dissolve into
feathery ash.
I have found the river
and watch from a distance
that mimics surgery
gone wrong. People
run toward me,
begging for just
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a little more –
more life, more love
more impossibility.
I side-step and they
splash into the
moving water and
are carried away.
Then I see him.
The ice cream man.
Here he comes,
his flame is white
and he is laughing,
he is crying, his body
bulges, cracks.
There is something
different here,
I think to myself
as I watch him go
in and down with the rest.

The Magical
The breeze, the light, the warmth,
the grass, the shadows, the paper,
the lines around everything,
the leaves, the cigarette butts, the tourists,
the mothers, the sons, the sleeping cats,
the waving American flag,
the beat drummed, the electric guitar,
the mule wagons, the laughter,
the thoughts that people have
the evening approaches
the river unseen, the singing voice,
the birds at the drinking fountain,
the dog, the leash, the hands we hold
the bridge that spans
the flute, the rose,
the clock made out of iron,
the magical adjustment of this situation
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On the East Bank of the Mississippi River, New Orleans
They come here to drown
they don't know it
but they come here,
they come here to drown
even if it isn't certain
they don't know what they are doing
they come here to this place this time
to drown in a way that no one understands
but they understand and they have come here
to drown in a way that no one can understand
in the way that those who come to drown
and in drowning they will come to understand
that what they have done is a coming and a going,
and a finding of a place to come to and drown
in a place of places that understands
as much about drowning as any place
you want to know
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Mahima Gupta
Mahima Gupta is a 17-year old poet
from Kolkata, India. She is a student
of Class 12. Writing has been a very
important part of her life since the
time she realises how wonderful it is
to pen down one’s thoughts; the
sheer amount of happiness it gives
is overwhelming.

Quandary
I wasn't even
Alive when
You started placing before
Me
Those conundrums
Which captivated
My real self
And forced me
To blame storm a different
Set of people
Because
I did not know
The meanings
And I did not get the
Opportunities
All I had
Were a set of
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Quixotic claims
And false beliefs
And I was beginning
To fall in
The shadow
Of hypocrites.

Crisis
There’s so much more I could do.
If I could
Scatter the seconds
Like the grains of sand
If the minutes would pass
Like a ray of light
Passing through a prism
Breaking into
Those seven colours
Lighting every corner
If I could
Multiply the hours
With the innumerable
Thoughts in my mind
And calculate
To find
I still haven’t got enough
I still need time.

Downfall
His spirit hovered
On the edge of doom
And before his eyes
Were a couple of books?
And his favourite illustration hanging in a frame
He looked outside the window
And saw
Children on their way
And the winter cascade falling from the heaven
The lakes were now frozen
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And life now took a turn
The Elysian Gates now welcomed him
All his life he thought he was a burden on everybody
Now he had nothing to regret about
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Basit Olatunji
Basit A. Olatunji was born in Ifonosun, Osun State, Nigeria. He is a
poet, an editor and an essayist. His
first poetry collection, Thoughtful
Reflections, was published in 2011.
He is also working on his first play.
He currently teaches English at State
Senior High School, Agege, Lagos.
He believes poetry is a freer of the
mind and healer of the soul.

Puerile but Virile
Sometimes we have to do
things we can hardly undo
for in life we may have to learn
and sometimes to be mean and stern
This life has made us puerile totterers and we are
like toss-coins in the hand of a trickster tosser
now we live in a delicate world of critical paradox
now we face the nimble metonymy of a human fox
Life is a cage
where everyone has got an age
each passing day is like a blank page
sometimes hurriedly filled in rage
at other times gently filled beyond the gage
Life has set the pace
and we must run the race
for us to be at a certain place
Ijagun Poetry Journal
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that we may never be out of place
sometimes we've to worry
to be able to tell the glorious story
sometimes our ways might be gory
to unmask the hidden glory

My Eternal Valentina
(For my beloved)
I may not have the word
to build a beautiful world
but I have a robust expression
beyond a cracking repression
I may not have the wealth
to create an haling health
but I have a gentle heart
that understands love as art
I may not be the best of all vals
but I make no single story of all gals
You shot me
in the centre of my heart
now the cupid finds solace
in its hollow place
It sticks to it
like a durable glue
Now my heart bears
your recurring physiognomy
I read every part of you
in the map of my dreams
every part is a subject
of my fantastic reveries
Now I see you newly
in my fecund imagination
I see the radiant smile
that fits your moderate lips
like a round glowing silver moon
in a cloudless plain sky
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I see you newly
in this waking dawn
I see your heart
as a alloy of my heart
same happiness gives it power
same feelings write the book
of our joint minds
I see you newly
in this weather shift
as day takes off its yester skin
to wear the garment
of a young new day
I see you differently today
not with borrowed eyes
but with these same eyes
that see beyond the stereotypes
of the same static object
I see in you
a simplicity of splendid aesthetics
not a complexity of arid specifics

On the mountain
We pitch our love
against the height of the soaring mountain
and we see the base of our ascent
We measure our love
with the depth of the bottomless valley
and we see a container that never gets full
We stand on the peak of the mountain
and we see the streaks of the multifaced world
The mountain elevates us to the wall of the sky
to bring our query to the ears of the most high
On the mountain,
we see the anguish of success
and the dilemma of failure
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We see the grief of relegation
and the euphoria of elevation
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Stephen Mead
When not being a creativelyfrustrated Secretary employed by a
very nice University in NY, Stephen
Mead is a published artist,
writer, maker of short collage-films
and poetry/music mp3s. Much can
be learned of his multi-media work
by placing his name in any search
engine.
His
latest
Amazon
release is entitled Our Spirit Life, a
poetry/art meditation on family
heritage,
love
and
the
evanescence of time.

And Love a Man's Sins
"Loving his innocence was my first sin." Fires, Margaret Yourcenar
This isn't virtuous, only
human: purple veins in pale thighs
or darker ruddiness in deep plum.
The depths...the going down...
& it's still a trapeze act, not
sure of swings, always, simply
winds or stillness amid
firefly flickers, though
touch is pure, stripping
methods, charades
to the sensuous.
Really, what's the worst thing done,
the penalization, that salt,
that sweat of shame?
I taste none here, no sea but for the good,
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the ancient mother & these droplets psalms,
small odes to first birth.
Nature: skin brings them genuinely,
a baptismal wash, in innocence
where we die a little & live,
for it is living –
the tired bones, the old sins not
undone but incorporated, forgiven
as you, in some way, forgive me this need.
I say do not. It is love, one
form of many, & not, none are sins
or acts, acts at all, because we feel,
& it is the trapeze
which may be the mirage.

Tired Towns
Towns of little commerce near to being ghostly
But for the cheer struck as a match
During the blackout of some storm…
Harmless, love, there is no great harm
In the bars to combat boredom or
The occasional darker stumbling
When time turns frazzled, sparking hours berserk.
Love, so we are sparks
Holding ground often only as angels might flutter
When cyclone-caught.
There are winds here & they have a light
To them, our hands being lamps, our faces
Being lanterns, & we swing, we are
The breakers, coastal, that bob in the elements
As pilots re-finding bearings…
Bars, love?
What prison in these streets of lean economics,
These walls coughing up resources, these tides
Commanding all, & we, just a bit dizzy, we,
The rather awestruck keepers?
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I keep your heart warm to shelter us
In that freedom, & you too,
Are banking the blaze, stocking the cabinets,
Securing the moorings.
We have nothing but a world here,
A heap of stone soup.
No, we have nothing but each other
& the days, afloat, keep us.

Aria
The silence stops & orchestration pours in –
“Rosebud, Rosebud” –
glass paperweight in my fingers.
It smashes & fragments disband…
I know these shards, these petals,
Licking the crystal, the scents
Of each…
Some voice enters, song sweeping strong,
Its emotions choreographing
All the residuals –
Dance, dance, dance –
I am the ballet & the baton of the conductor.
I am the conveyer & you the audience
Swept away by all that’s untellable…
“Bravo, bravo” is the channel
For our emotions are cathedral shaped,
Life rising to the buttresses, the stained glass,
We, each & each of the vestibules in which
Oceans of passion resonate.
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‘Deji W. Adesoye
Ayodeji W. Adesoye was born in EpeEkiti (Ijero Local Government) in
South-Western Nigeria. He attended
the University of Ado Ekiti, Nigeria,
where he earned a Bachelor of Arts in
Philosophy in 2010. In 2012, he
advanced to the University of Ibadan in
pursuit of Master’s degree. Adesoye is
an
Epistemologist,
political
philosopher, essayist, and poet.

Conditional Ambition
If commoners had been crowned
And enthroned from the walls of prison
And they became the talk of nations
And perhaps went on the journey of every man
And the earth quacked and sobbed from Guinea
To the arctic, and savannah grass mourned and
Tropic forest shuffled to the burial rites and even
Orangutan blabbered from the mountain encomiums
To life of humanitarianism unseen
Then I too will foment sedition
And find my way into kirikiri
But before then will confer with patrons
And matrons non-temporal to animate
Appropriate calabashes at appropriate T-junctions
I will first settle invisible things,
These days.
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A Left-Over of Selfish Confabulations
I’m not any being
I have no real existence
But in the mind of amateurs and crooks
Only instrumental without being any instrument
I’m a mere idea, a left-over
Of selfish confabulations
I have not existence of my own
I am not me; I have neither anatomy nor physiology
As a point I appear in-between
Discordant integration
Of real things ingenuous, naïve, uneducated, uncultured, poor, hardworking
By the genius of selfish machination
I’m a point drawn on the ground by a mortal hand.
I’m just a location useful
For as long the act’s in progress and meaningful
They call me vital organism that must not die
There is a rock somewhere
Under which fortune in torrent springs
This rock has the sanctity not me
This rock is the reason they act villain in this location
The act they believe is once for all and the victims
Are kept as on-lookers
To cheer or jeer
Uselessly
So do not weep for me
If I’m battered, dirty and squalid
Weep for your children – they are the victims of the villainy
In this horrendous theater of the oppressed
They are the famished, diseased, trafficked, maimed, killed, burned
In the giants’ clash of lust
To direct the lighting and darkening of this stage.
They are the jobless, thugs, thieves and criminals behind irons
And at the gallows take last gulp of breath in truthful service
Of some grand criminal GCON.
They are the battered, dirty and squalid
Weep for your children
I’m not battered
I told you I’m not a being; I do not exist
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I’m instrumental without being an instrument
Then to England and now to the native elite.
I may continue or discontinue
But that is none my decision, nor God’s
But of the hands and mouths by which I am drawn
And in constant lily-gilding embellished.

the bird that sings on this pinnacle is a bad omen
I will make this sober confession
my friend, but it is a bold sum of general conviction.
where my country will pour its libation
and purge a blood of sacrificial lamb is a tough task
for my determination.
the bird that sings on this pinnacle is a bad omen
now it has disappeared; there is fire under the roof
dogs are barking on the streets of my nation
no one seems to care
Opon ifa was forgotten where they shared cake
Apo ifa is now used for US dollars; what happened to Opele?
why are the scriptures now the ventures’ primus inter pares?
profiteering and extortionology seem course-titles in theological schools.
the bird that sings on this pinnacle is a bad omen
now it flew without bidding; isn’t this warning foreboding?
apprehensive dogs are furious and bark in the street these days
did they stir any when this evil spirit arrived on the canopy of our dwelling?
why do they disturb the peace and tranquility of my turbulent nation now
when leaders have revolved to pursue national interest
then urged gullible audience that corruption is truly present in the nation
but not culpable for national stagnation?
our libation and blood if ready
where shall we pour
who shall pour
when?
the skinny bones shall pour on the filled day
to without staggering carry the sacrificial calabash
the sagging fat fleshes fear to become skinny
so the melody of rotten souls croons on sweetly and bitterly
the birds that sing on this pinnacle is a bad omen
it deserted her beneficiaries without word
the malicious cloud that hovers up shall wet or wipe but let’s wait.
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David Schwartz
G. David Schwartz is the former
president of Seedhouse, the online
interfaith committee. Schwartz is the
author of A Jewish Appraisal of
Dialogue (1994) and Midrash and
Working Out Of The Book (2004).
Currently, he is a volunteer at The
Cincinnati J, Meals On Wheels. His
newest book, Shards And Verse (2011),
is now in stores or can be ordered
online.

I Do Like Italian Food
I do like Italian food
And I sure like the women
So please cease laughing at
Me when I go swimming
I like their eyes
I like their lips so cute
And I do love them in
Their lovely bathing suit

I Married Her Smile
I married her because of her smile
It was stretched real long
And I did truly believe that
We'd be singing a song not too long
But it seems to me that
Smiles never last that long
And the same times true about the song
But I'll not search around
For anything that’s new
Ijagun Poetry Journal
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For I live the sure thing
And honey child that’s you

Do Not Stick Your Tongue Out
Do not stick your tongue out
When you're walking round
It would be so painful
When you go falling down
And if you're eating
With a chew chew chew
Sticking your tongue out is
Something not to do.
So listen to me
Yes do do do
Keep your tongue in your mouth
It’s the last thing that you do
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Kousik Adhikari
Kousik Adhikari, an Indian research
scholar, has several publications
consisting of both creative and
critical writings, published in India,
Nepal, USA, and Thailand. He is
interested in literature, linguistics and
cultural studies. He has over 20
publications of poems.

Myths of Sand
Years have fallen in disuse after dark winds of October
Forget to chill
My hands grew pale, adhering to the rules named season
Who shall now believe the alphabets of moon?
Shining dumb in my ancient bed for so many years!
I pat them a little and touching their chins, sing lullaby
And a little adoringly say
“You lazy naughty beings
Why lead me to deserts through ocean, vast, dumb and shiny
And I cannot touch the camels!”
None answers as the midnight rushes to another little dawn
And their sleeping eyes still speechless, looking at me
I knew the girls with the pitchers on their hips
Walk miles through deserts for water
I know the camels turn cold in the sugar-chilled desert nights!
Till from one tent the gypsies
Run wild with their guitars, shouting at the dark moon
Break the myth of sands and sand turns to water!
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Why?
My brother winked at me from his beloved newly bought Jaguar
“Wanna go somewhere in summer vacation?”
I felt a little dumb at his query
Vacation needs some vacant you, some vacant me
And you can put some you in the green corridor walking towards me
Like a furry pushy, grudge at touch, tip-toe, tip-toe…
He chuckled; the red Jaguar springs and disappears roaring.
Where to go and why, I keep thinking…

Only If One Knows
The doctors hate me
Though I become quite a frequenter
At their mad-cap nursery
Where this ancient sages
Sit at their shrine, lures, gazes, fumes.
They clarify the naughty children of earth
The knowledge of all riddles
That they seem to know from their magic books
Enchanting pill and sacred scissors dancing
The pupils dazzled at the shining steel
Still to know how the world becomes happy
With shining dust of moon
How the mist becomes a sailing boat
On ocean of wind
Floats and stops at night’s inviting shore
The world, the longest disease
Is its own magic pills
Only if one knows how to sail again.
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Gbenga Ogunleye
Gbenga Ogunleye is a Nigerian poet.
Born in the late 80's, he is a native of
Irun-Akoko in Ondo State. He
graduated from Adekunle Ajasin
University, Akungba-Akoko with B.A.
Degree in Linguistics/Yoruba.

Aggression
Have your quit notice
Lest for sacrilege I’m jailed
What nature are you, exoskeleton nouns
That always to see is to kiss
To smile and embrace brothers
Numberless times per day?
Neither red nor crimson in texture
Your limbs are tiny
Yet, vagrant par excellence
Your works are communal
Why you and not man?
So infinitesimal!
What heart have you that man has not devoured
Both in sugar and unprotected dish?
Yet, man’s smile is poisonous
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Man makes man prey
And my brother clobbered me dead
But for you is an endless love in your race
And for this I’m so jealous of you
So, make my wall no more your road
Otherwise I’ll show you I’m a man

Lord of Harvest
When I trod round these long green hairs
They neither hid nor exposed your things for jam
Cutlass and hoe are fame of old
Submit me my file to a dairy home
The blistered ball-breasts swing to meet the sky
And the bearers threaten with war their rights –
An allocation for their monopoly breasts
Otherwise the hanging rains of BIAFRA fall!
Now like a scorched orange gradually the breasts shrink
Yet our freezers reveal us a parody of milk-maids
If pride let us our cutlass and hoe
Lord of harvest!
Will harvest still be as fat as long ago?

Coin
One soul slept
A nation in my eyes wept
And gazed like a rooster to see the fourth day spout
One soul died
A nation in my mouth praised the lord
And committed the seventh night unto God’s hand
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Robert James
Robert James Berry lives and writes
in Dunedin, New Zealand. His poetry
has been published widely. His ninth
collection, Toffee Apples, would be
out at the end of 2014 from
Ginninderra Press, Port Adelaide,
Australia. He is married with three
sons.

Entity
I explore the souls of clouds
delve into anti-cyclones
and other spinning things.
There is immense ocean
chewing even triremes
befuddling air rescue searches
there are escalating gales
apparitions of drowned seamen,
their bobbing seaboots
to consider.
I made the bloated bottom dwellers
goggle-eyed, nibblers of green flesh
and there are other regions
I deign to comfort.
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But mostly I deride small accidents
as beneath my attention span
that is star fields wide.

Felines
Spitting cat
fecal smell
you yowl at full moons.
You're stealth
rock-cold heart
interstellar-chill eyes
rat-catching talons
sleek machine.
You preen like a Cleopatra
I've never seen such vanity;
were you a girl
lovers would slay themselves.

Khan
Ice battles
bareheaded Monguls
sweeping the world.
You only retreated
to select a new ruler
otherwise your empire
would have been widest in history.
You chewed over the steppes like a blizzard,
to the doorstep of Vienna.
You were rapist, plunderer
kind to your soldiers
bred in a yurt.
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Inexplicable how time has
scrawled you off her charts.
But I still feel you galloping like mayhem
over the cloven tracts of Asia.
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Abiodun Soretire
Abiodun John Soretire has his hands
deep in the sciences but his heart
deeper in the arts. He is presently on
the staff of Ogun State government as
a Medical Laboratory Scientist with an
associate membership of the MLSCN
council since 2006. He had an HND in
Science Laboratory Technology from
Moshood Abiola Polytechnic, Abeokuta
in 2000. Notwithstanding, he still finds
the time and heart to pursue the love of
his life – currently an undergraduate
part-time degree student of English and
Literary Studies in Tai Solarin
University of Education, Ijagun, via
Ijebu-Ode. He is an upcoming writer
with many unpublished works of prose
and poetry in his quiver. He is happily
married to Abolanle.

Coat of Harm
The eagle stirs flamboyantly
On the targe perch
The horses stare continuously
By the lush prop
Comity of nations endlessly wonders
Fifty and three annals
The red one yet to soar
In its avian majesty
And the chargers still to gallop
In their equine energy
Their leaders both past and present,
In uniform and mufti,
Have them shorn of all inspiration
And tied down by the lush vegetation
Till they lost aerial and terrestrial acceleration
Human, material, mineral
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Resources, many, untapped
The tapped, their fortunes, squandered
Peace and progress
Long live our nation

Burst of the Bubble
Life, a bubble
That brings a struggle
The bigger it grows
The thinner it gets
Till it bursts
Then a shout of wailing
Now an eternal serenity
For man forgets too soon
The memory of the late
But sweet is the remembrance of the saint
To be or not to be
A man of good report
Depends on how we treat
The message of faith we preach

Temper
Temper
Can bring
Trouble
Anger
Can breed
Anguish
Why not
Tie your
Temper
Temper
Tantrum –
Big name
That can
Cause you
Regrets
Throughout
Your life
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Hammer
This your
Anger
Before
It claims
Your life
Just like
Hamman’s
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JD DeHart
JD DeHart teaches English and has
had poetry in The Literary Yard, The
Commonline Journal, Eye On Life
Magazine, and others. His work is
also
forthcoming
in
several
journals. DeHart's
blog
is spinrockreader.blogspot.com and
he has some work self-published on
Amazon.

The Tongue
Floating, I myself in a gastric universe
Behind the serene white picket fence
I am nothing but a slow moving bit of tissue
Not even a muscle really, just undulating
Liquid but solid, always fidgeting
Plastered to the roof of the sleeping mouth
I am useful for loving
By miracle, I help form words
Notice now I move from the back of teeth
(When you say teeth)
You can trace a map across my surface.

Absence
This is the place where loss was
Where your eyes cast doubts and streaks
Why do people write about death?
It is the great problem
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And what is literature but a movement
To solution through etched exploration?
This is the place where grieving was
All my convenient answers sloughed off
Useless reptile layer
The sum total of action was to listen.

Messiah Prevalence
The trope is a hillside offering
A generation in danger of extinction
Of dire need of some revival
Individuals chained to the ingratitude
Of the mechanized design, trudging
Forward with its factory efficiency
Then comes the figure, unlikely hero
Usually dressed in rags, stuttering
Ready to offer himself as Christ
At the behest of humble, tearful masses.
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Goodness Olanrewaju
Goodness Lanre Ayoola (b. 1989)
hails from Osun State, Nigeria and
lives in Abeokuta, Ogun State. He is
a teacher of English language. He
had an NCE in English and Yoruba
languages from the Federal College
of Education in Osiele, Abeokuta, in
2009 and currently in his final year of
his degree programme in English
Education at the University of Ilorin,
Ilorin, Nigeria. His poems are
published and reviewed on poetry
sites. He loves to work with great
minds.

Tigers Living Free
Corridors of powers...
Pierce on roses
Contractors of tyranny
Kill at free will
The wolves... The sheep
Clawing and tearing
Policies draining terms
Conditioned suffering
Impostors of salvation.
Whips whipping blades
Teeth dripping bloods
INNOCENTS.
Hampered freedom
Fear there... It's here.
Breeze of doom.
Corridors of powers...
Tigers living free...
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Our jungle is not safe...
A saviour... The cage.

Sleepless Nights
Your thoughts hold
My heart imprisoned
And my sleep eludes
As scenes in me unfold.
I stand at a cross-road
Again read your letters
The love each word exudes
Leaves me arms crossed and cold.
It's been a fortnight
That my soul relished not a sleep
My hollow inside concludes
You stole my sleep-right.
I must have stolen yours too
For the mail man again
Out there in the rain
Has dropped the inked-you.
My sleepness night continues
As I await your coming news
A million miles away
For the day, I earnestly pray.

The Red Sun
(A Dodoitsu)
Gory clouds, glossy effect
Like an ended Spartan war
Fueled by a magical orb
In a robe of blood.
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Anthony Ward
Anthony Ward tends to fidget with
his thoughts in the hope of laying
them to rest. He has managed to lay
them in a number of literary
magazines including The Faircloth
Review, Ijagun Poetry Journal, Shot
Glass Journal, Turbulence, The
Autumn Sound Review, Torrid
Literature Journal and Crack the
Spine, amongst others.

Modernity
I watch the balletic architecture of modernity
Perform for the city.
Looking as if they’d be razed by the slightest breeze
While remaining resilient and durable
Against the robust brutality of their predecessors.

Animated
the belladonna
in their
eyes dilating
pupils widening
with wonder
at mystical worlds
encapsulating childhood
for all eternity
with the vibrancy
of colour
capturing
imagination
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in contrast to fear.

Perspective
If something bad happened everyday
Would it make me the happiest man alive?
Maybe if I throw caution to the wind
It would blow me in the right direction.
Or would it just blow me away?
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Aneesha Roy
Aneesha Roy is an avid reader and
writer and editor of poetry. She is
currently pursuing an undergraduate
degree in English. She is interested in
literature,
classical
mythology,
feminist criticism and philosophy. She
currently lives in Kolkata, India.

The dwindling wonder in her eyes
It was easy to evoke her awe and wonder
when she was a girl of eight, young and tender.
Her brilliant, opal eyes glowing with the
phosphorescent gleam of a storm-tossed sea –
turbulent, tremulous, achingly beautiful,
full of the opiate throb of young life.
Her fair face glistening with a warm, untaught
radiance of joy and bewilderment, at the
many tricks, jokes and nebulous aphorisms.
But gradually she grew.
The slender, care-free child in the white pinafore,
brimful of eagerness and ardour,
was transmuted into a graceful woman –
delicate, swan-like, with a full, drooping underlip
and gossamer threads of long silken hair.
And I saw the awe and wonder
flickering, quivering dangerously,
then ebbing slowly away,
replaced with a callous, shifty
amusement in her doe-like eyes,
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candid and easy, yet uncanny, unpleasant,
as though she were mocking the old tricks
and jokes and witticisms, flung at her
with diminishing alacrity,
from the tired repertoire
of this decrepit shade
hovering listlessly,
curving backwards with
gnawing age and hideous ague.
She laughed – a boisterous, bustling, belly laugh
that echoed unabashed
in the sun-filled room
and mingled with the dispassionate patchwork
of the azure, autumnal sky without.
Her laughter fell like the ricocheting gunfire
of a thousand thudding guns – thumping, thunderous,
grating and sharp, smouldering hot,
lacerating the old flesh from the emaciated bones.
A laughter, jangling and melodious;
more jangling than melodious,
like the slow, fluttering, free-flowing
music of a gurgling brook
syncopated with instruments of discord.
Her eyes were the same – radiant, brilliant,
an unsure, undecided light grey.
But their look changed.
There was something there,
something so distant, so subtly snide;
enforcing a sense of heightened tangibility
of that, which lay encircled within.
All the warmth and tenderness,
all the awe and wonder,
were long drawn out, long gone.
I was chasing ghosts.
I was searching for the minutest dregs,
the faintest traces of spectral phantoms
in the urban lassitude of her eyes.
But all that I sought there
had long been blown away,
borne on the whirling winnowings
Of many a vernal wind.
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And I stood motionless
with half-formed words teetering
on the edge of my lips,
awaiting utterance;
seeking that which can
never be sought.
I stood in front of her
with the faint dolour rising
in my parched throat,
bundling up the pale cadaver
that looked through my eyes.
I stood, engulfed and awash
with the loud, cold, full-throated laughter.
The dwindling wonder in her eyes,
a grotesque, mimesis of that
which I held so dear.
I shut my eyes to that rippling sound,
to the ungenerous favour of my
young, beautiful patroness.
I tried to summon the memory of that
myriad assemblage of the yellow,
sun-kissed summers of her childhood,
spent sitting on my knee, (now
enfeebled and bloodless).
“A fair dream to cling to…
A fair dream, this evanescent vision.
A fair dream for this ancient hominoid.
Hold fast, lest the shaking grasp should fail!
The dwindling wonder in her eyes,
The fretful misery of that sight
Cling to the fair dream, oh shade!
Cling to the fair dream.”

Bon Appetit
I
The whiff of morning coffee brings a smile to her lips.
She admires the outline of Adam’s silhouetted form
against the curtain.
8.00 a.m. All’s quiet in the scaly coruscating avenue out front.
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The first trucker trudges in, gruffly demanding to be fed.
She lays out the order: greasy bacon and eggs
and some cheap, frothing beer.
She flashes a wry smile, chiding with her eyes:
‘You get what you order. This ain’t fine dining.
No gourmet dishes here. No French Bordeaux.’
II
Adam’s dressed in a crisp, new set of clothes.
The trucker wolfs down his food sedulously,
crumples his napkin with his fat, bulbous fingers.
Adam leaves in a blue 1997 Chrysler Concorde.
It screeches like a banshee every time he hits the gas.
The trucker leaves. He’s replaced by an
unassuming creep, in less than ten minutes.
He sits at the same table sheepishly, his
tawny head bowed curiously.
III
Lucy flounces to and fro, in a plaid fuchsia skirt,
her sepia sandals thudding violently against
the unprotesting floor. Mary emerges hurriedly
from the kitchen, bearing a laden tray
and sets it out with a sonorous plop.
Lucy has already taken down the order
and administered plain water.
9.00 a.m. Footfalls rapidly increasing.
The corner cafe’s doling out stiff competition.
“You’ve got to be careful these days.
You can’t hire the wrong blokes.”
“Yeah, that’s right. They win you over with
a sugary smile and then deal you out.”
IV
Mrs. Olsen is out for a merry jaunt somewhere.
“Merry, is it?” “Well I hope for her sake it is!”
“You can deliver her parcel at Mr. Bagwell’s.
It’s down the road, just two blocks away.”
The strapping mailman leaves without a fuss.
The rustic smell of his cologne lingers for a while.
She looks at his large, retreating back with a smirk.
An animated sigh escapes her, her mind quips pertly:
“I’d take you seriously if you weren’t a mailman”.
V
Ten year old Amy is cycling down the road
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in a frilly green frock. Crimson enthusiasm
illuminates the porcelain cockles of her heart.
The long, warm rays of the sun
cradle her scrawny little face with affection.
She’s usually out in the streets with Jamie.
Amy hurtles headlong into a gaping crater
near the crossroads. The mailman helps her up
and walks her to her doorstep.
“Wonder where Jamie is these days?”
“Quite right. No one’s seen her since Hallowe’en.”
“Perhaps she’s gone to live with her mom,
on the other side of town. Her stepdad’s loaded!”
VI
Adam returns in a bustle. He approaches the counter stiffly.
He’s asking for something with a strained urgency.
She notices the faint smear of ketchup residue
glaring sagaciously from his shirt-front.
Lucy is indulgent and obliging.
“A sweet, chirping little cherry, ain’t she?”
“An absolute darling, for sure! Comely too!”
Adam’s delighted with the attention showered
on him, his belly filling with musky manly pride.
The fat trucker demands to be fed fast.
“Pipe down. It’s not like you’ve got to get to some
Meeting”, scream her knitted brows.
Mary’s struggling to catch up. Orders and curses are piling up.
VII
The short fella in the baggy trousers
hoarsely asks where the gas station is.
10.00 a.m. “Why isn’t the newspaper on the stand yet?”
A large mug of swirling, foaming beer crashes to the floor.
Mary apologizes with a pained look, rushing to clean up.
Adam leaves jerkily, his lanky frame slightly stooped.
Lucy delays work till his back disappears
behind the tedious conglomeration of
shabby houses lining the street. He is seen no more.
Lucy’s reprimanded for shoddiness.
“The ashtray’s full and we are out of cigarettes”,
someone bawls snappishly with a sibilant hiss.
“Go borrow a newspaper from somewhere.
Go. Hurry!”
VIII
The mailman appears, relieved of all his parcels.
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He sifts through the wad of sweltering notes
in his fingers, with a childish gleam in his eyes.
11.00 a.m. The bloke in faded jeans complains
of too much oil in his pork ribs.
He licks his fingers dry with relish,
a ravenous delight springing to his mug-like face.
“Perhaps you shouldn’t serve this with pork ribs.”
“Perhaps you should stand behind the counter
and show us how to run the place.”
He pays and leaves; the buoyancy in his step
transmuted to a diffident gait of defeat.
IX
The newspaper borrowed has serviced well.
Lucy trims her nails in the kitchen and flings
The scarlet edges nonchalantly into the trashcan
with a chatelaine’s air of charlatan ease.
12.00 p.m. There’s breaking news on television.
The small T.V’s switched on with an energetic bang.
There was an attempt on the President’s life.
He is critically injured, but alive.
“Where, oh where?”
“Wasn’t he on a peace mission to Turkey?”
“No, no Syria.”
“Somewhere in rural Romania?”
“Romania? No. Kiev.”
“Just listen to the broadcaster, will you?”
“It’s Syria. I told you.”
X
“Who’s going to step in if he’s hospitalized for long?”
“The Vice-President.”
“No, there’ll be elections.”
“His stint is almost over anyway.”
“Oh stop being so bloody fanciful.”
“The Vice-President will take over.”
“I had a thing for the Vice-President anyway.
He’s younger, tanner; looks spunkier.”
A bearded six-footer’s at the door,
surveying the scene with an expert eye.
He swoops in with an air of intent purpose
like some overlarge bird of prey.
12.30 p.m. “It’s rush-hour traffic boss.”
“Call in Harris from next door.
We need a hand here. Go. Quick.”
“He can’t come. His dog barfed up a lung.”
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“No. A shoe, I think. Not a lung.”
“I heard his mother’s sick. She’s got the bug.”
“No, not a bug. Some kind of fatal fever.”
“But he must come. He has to.
Whatever it be, come he must.”
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Jonathan Doughty
Jonathan Doughty is a graduate of
UNC-Charlotte and currently a Ph.D.
candidate in the Department of History
at the University of Toronto. His
dissertation is a genealogy of whiteness
as a phenomenological experience and
discursive structure of modern China.
His work in historical studies and literary
criticism has appeared in Studies in
Ethnicity and Nationalism and Asian
American Literature: Discourses and
Pedagogies. His poetry has appeared in
Contraposition and Haiku Journal.

Spun Sweetness
To an audience of watchful leaning birch, a shy sangoma
Spun sweetness in a trice.
Crunchy underfoot and peripherally beautiful,
There rolled off many worthwhile opportunities for her tongue,
Far more than words should comfortably tell,
Against its oral canvas.
Enkindling dinner’s hard-sought drupes,
Her cozy cote’s chimenea arrested rogue sparks;
Splits inside made dangerously flexible
Concealed themselves under the growing smoke of felicity exhaled.

Shots and Liars
Actors are best at smoke and mirrors
So habits daylong but hidden confess
Talent’s torsion
Injecting that experience released in memory –
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Likely along other tracks?
A mind expansive
And forward-thinking
Seeks a safe body
Salt earned and shed in a ring or cage, or
Back at bars on breaks from a stage
A life of liver shots, both
Dangerous recreation under blowing snow, both
While she climbed Everest then froze happy
He sniffled and smiled after-hours in Toronto
Honesty calls
All life
Successful risk
In a curved universe,
Running as fast as possible
Finds yourself slowly back where you began
Stop ahead
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Gabriel Bamgbose is a Nigerian writer,
critic and editor. He is currently
teaching Literature in the Department
of English, Tai Solarin University of
Education, Nigeria. He is widely
published in different academic and
literary
journals,
national
and
international. One of his poems is
longlisted for the 2013 Ghana Poetry
Prize.

I have come this far with you
I have come this far with you
now at this crossroads I must either
press on with you or take my leave
I am emotionally falling apart
and the centre of my psyche
is fast losing its firm hold
I hope this mere anarchy
won’t make a man a monster

Looking for a chink in the wall
Agama
The red-headed one
With a mighty comb
Nodding in fury
Like a pressed cock
Finding a foolish fowl
To quench the fire of his furious groins
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Agama
Why looking for a chink in the wall
Why not climb and see
There are cracks in the wall
In which you can lay your red head
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Rose Mae
Rose Kathence Mae, marked as the
Floridian Freedom Fighter, was born
October 16, 1993 to a mother who
suffered severely from fertility issues
from which Rose now has inherited.
With the belief that a woman is more
than a tool for birthing life, she brings
to her writing a stark realism and frank
passion through topics ranging from
prostitution and mental health to love
stories and women’s rights. Art has no
limits of expression when fortune
favours the bold. After all, life takes
from the scripts of dreams.

You Said
You said, “Well, what did he do?”
I took a pause.
It is simple and now.
I will take a break
Since you asked if I have not been thinking straight.
You asked it now and so I say,
“I will tell you, bluntly, in truth, the one I know well,
What happened that night.”
It was a case of he said, she said.
Undress, I do.
Lay down, I do.
Is that what I did?
But yes,
That was true.
The door’s lock did click.
Yes, the lights were still on.
Yes, we were alone.
Yes, he did it and you asked, “What?”
What? That funny word,
The condescending hip drop of the voice,
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I laughed.
Though, not fond of my reply you stared.
“What did he do?”
Yes, his skin was warm.
Yes, I was stupid.
That long surrender,
Yes,
That word you say when you mean it reluctantly,
‘Yes’ is that word.
Yes, I had my back on the bed.
Yes, he wished to have me.
Yes, I surrender.
Yes, it is exhaled.
“Was it completed?”
I could not tell.
Yes, his eyes were looking at me.
Yes, he held me down.
Yes, he said ‘I love you,’
But you interrupted.
Your eyes now blank.
Yes, ‘love,’ he said.
Yes, I cried.
That now slow heart beat ending with that word,
Yes.
Interjection, the final question,
“But do you know what happened?...”
Pause,
It is simple now.
I will take a break.
Yes, he tried.
Yes, I think I do.
I do not remember everything
And I do not know why,
But it is a thought.
“Was it a lie?”
Yes, his fingers trailed through my hair.
Yes, he ignored my words.
The repetition of no, mistook for now,
Addicted, I was hooked by him.
I need someone to get me through this.
Something broke through to blood red summers.
You have been patient and I hear,
“Are you okay?”
Something broke through to blood red summers
As my brain fluttered.
Yes, he left happy,
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But he must have not known
That he left me shaking on empty covers.

The Working Man
I remember that salty first kiss I gave him so many years ago,
Two children, same age and so naïve.
It was the kind that sits on your tongue in its chamber
Lurking in the lavish dismay of minutes passing on your coffee table.
It was like oysters picked in the springs of the fishermen’s lives,
It was like rings of mercury bitter in the satisfaction
Swooped around a planet, my waist or head,
It was as sandy boxes kids now play in,
The graveyards of their pet beetles,
An embarrassment, it was.
He giggled,
More girl than man at me
As I whispered: Let’s kiss.
Even, then, you were goofy, my kind of goofy.
The man who at six foot just about a head taller than me
Whose hands quaked at the thought of undressing.
Even then you oozed of bitter regret
From the years, the scars that showed their rears out
Of whitened beaten brows of your porcelain tin.
Fear not.
You are among like kin
And when in the shower I bathed,
The droplets like paste to stick to tape.
You should know my skin dries so fast in winter,
But oblivious, thinking after love making you’d vanished,
Coast cleared to the breath of silence
In the hollow creaks of the empty house,
I schlepped about by myself.
Almost singing and talking to air as I do
The curtains sway to my finger tips
Grazing the color white on gray.
Living in my mother’s house and out of luck
I turned off the water,
But you are my kind of goofy and slip, I do.
Nearly pissing myself with fright
At the pure thought and sight of you there with a towel.
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“Stalker, villain, peeping tom!”
I scream!
“Were you truly there all along!?”
As if to say that what was done was a bigger crime
Than making love in my childhood room.
There you wrapped me up,
You cocooned me,
Laughed and I internally cried, happy.
You, working man, got me
And there now you are,
Years passed,
Body sweaty from bills paid
From the money earned by the body’s labor.
You are my kind of goofy
When you still put your hair
In that messed up Mohawk when washing.
Oh, how you are my kind of silly when in the kitchen,
You think I am not looking,
You shake that rump to a song you can’t even understand.
Mom, one day, you’ll forgive me.
I married, lovingly, the working man.
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Wilson Hill
E Wilson Hill is an artist living in New
York City with his wife, Helen. He has
always been fascinated with word
structure from Kabala to etymology
and then placing words together to
form sound, colour, rhythm and
content. Poetry has become a central
focus of this interest. He came of age
(reference ‘My Dog’) when he got a
pug. March 13 was his seventeenth
birthday for which a duck was cooked
for him. His long life is attributed to
never going to the vet or eating
kibble.

Crazy
Crazy, crazy, crazy is this life,
You think you have some grasp
But find you are dancing
With a corpse of maggots
So you steel yourself
Become uptight,
Anal,
The clock is ticking,
Time is money
Money is blood –
You need more
To get THERE
You need dough that rises
Need /kneed
It a lot.
Butter!
Spread the butter
So you wake from that nightmare screaming
Spin around 180 and let go;
Become cool stoned grooving but still lame;
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Horrible things stop me!
Like who you really are
Without the tendencies
That decide
What we do
Love does not need a reason – love rules
Don't ask me why –
You will only get because
I will
Set my Sights on God
Not on money, power or pleasure
I know this seems foolish
To search for some abstract idea beyond comprehension
And well...get nothing
Be nobody
Crazy man
So dig it –
dig like there is a bottom to the BS
When you find it
Stand and Look up –
Behold –
We are here!

My DOG
Like any boy
I wanted a Dog
But my father’s answer to all things was
“You are too young”
One day someone heard my pleas
Brought a mongrel street dog he had found
My father objected
However that man
My mother
Me
Won over
And he let me have him
My God I loved that mongrel
There was not a moment we were not together
We lived in Puerto Rico
A block from the seashore
I would take him to the beach
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And we would run together
Chasing driftwood, shells,
Sniffing sea weed or
Turds left by midnight drunks
Next to bottles of Bacardi Rum
We breathed the ocean air
The warm sun on our backs
There was no better friend
One morning before breakfast
I took him for his morning poo and pee
We ran together up the block
Then at the boulevard he looked both ways
Saw no cars and crossed
Then waited for me on the curb
This dog had street smarts
I saw a car approaching and waited
The car went up on the curb and hit him
I screamed out
The driver sporting sadistic grin
Turned to me and realized
The dog was mine
Drove on with a slightly guilty pallor
I reached my dog still alive
Whimpering blood from nostrils and mouth
I held him and he died
I picked him up and carried him home
I was sure someone could fix him
My father said it was my fault
He should not have been off the leash
I suppose he is right
But it is too late
And he is dead
I never had another dog
I always being
too young.
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currently a 400 level student of
English language at Tai Solarin
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Voice of Sorrow
Maami!
This is not to be eaten
The three-day-left eba with palmoil
and salt
Asake!
The only thing left is this
Though the smell is putrid
We just have try so that we won't throw up
But the taste is bearable to keep us up
Asake!
We can still manage till tomorrow
So that we sleep not with hunger
I’ve got a stomach pain, Maami!
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Oh my Lord, I’m going insane
You know I’m living in pain
My words are nothing to seek
For rain of money speaks for human
How am I to unhook the chain?
Ashake can't eat though we have no food to eat
Asake!
I know you can see the sun shining
But nothing left to be sundry
Our spirit is suffering from hunger
And the earth can testify our struggle
Go to Adeosu and collect the bread on credit
Be fast before he gives up on credit
Make sure you don't eat it all
Even, if your mouth waters up when bringing it
That is the last hope for a week fast
It will be our strength to struggle out
So that we remain firm till we sort ourselves out
So I pray to my God to create a good way
Maami! Maami! Maami!
I am dead in living
Maami
The last bread had been given out
Our destiny has been forsaken
We need to cry enough so that we live
We don't even have the strength to cry
So there is no reason to be shy
We keep on praying
Saying a lot to God like muttering madmen
It has become our daily routine
So we need to eat to be able to beg
Maami!
You have to be strong to enter the grave, Ashake!
You also need to be strong to accompany me
You know we have nothing left
Than our tiny soul to sing the song of sorrow...
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The Picture Frame
It was nice of me in that frame
No shame ever greeted my face
I was the most handsome then
Then, I was great with music
Songs danced were worth danced
Likewise, the proverb was worth acted on
Still, I see the silence in my talk
And the shadow of my laughter
It was so good living there
While it is so difficult living here
Freedom shows a part to lust
So why did the time end so fast?
What a loving moment!
Wow, clapping! clapping!
Rose up my entering and talking
Was a grave yard
That was so relaxing and tempting
As I rose up in the crowd,
Looking ahead of heads on lane
So I discovered the then beautiful
Remained deaf while my words travelled
So much to captivate them all
As much as I sweated out the fun
So much I remembered my position
That frame was great with the past
Not something I got to look at present
My goodbye to you the past
So make it a repetition for my present
And prolong the present
Till I spit my last word
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Defining Meaning
history is in constant mourning
of all days prior
thousand-yard stare
across a panorama of nothing
that used to be everything
and the mind knows better
than to simply wipe the slate clean –
though, this will be to its undoing.
nobody wants to fight protracted battles.
in such situations, even the homeless
will come to realize their homes.
a pendulum cannot be in perpetual motion
because it gets tired
and maybe also disillusioned:
the physics
of wearying emotions.
once assembled and
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eructed from its progenitor the spray can,
the aerosol ghost newborns
rises up and dissipates,
drawing envy from weighted earthlings.
tethered to each and every one
is a breathing device which, alone,
already weighs a ton.
all of us passively remembers
to always, in everything,
contemplate what for?
unable to come
to a satisfactory answer,
this becomes a solitary preoccupation
the effects of which i mitigate
by filling my garden with only fake flowers.

Lessons in Repetition
concentration of moths
confined in an area, defined
by the streetlight's narrow reach.
carcinogenic smoke
is nothing in the pitch-black,
out of sight unless with infrared.
god doesn't notice
and i evade his written list of people
to slow-purge with agonizing terminal illnesses.
six is the proverbial depth of death.
feet is okay but in metres – clearly not.
conversions kill.
rosewood coffin under excessive weight
creaks in a lyrical tune the musician inside
would have composed if he were still alive
which he isn't, but i am – again
climbing a ropeless climb
out of yet another shallow grave
that's not quite shallow enough.
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shirt, hands, fingernails soiled;
after i clean myself, i clean forget.
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Cage
shhh… just breathe
fret no more
it is time for
they have always
been there curling
ideas seeding
thoughts through
whispered fogs
tendrils writhing
under prickly
skin you wear
way too tight
for moving free
it will only
hurt a moment
air on virgin skin
touched by
the first time
out of the cage
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Interrobang
interrobang cough
prancing pony feet
outside my door
nose barely crossing
threshold gate into
my dappled morning
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The Crown
In those days,
White ants only posed
It could not devour a stone
You dared not dare the crown
He ruled like a KING
But was he just a king?
The AKODA truly made watering mouths
But only for the crown in absolute
The elder ate the bat's head
While a child ate the head of any bird
Agba oje loje wewe nto leyin
He ruled in absolute
Irukere loye loye
A mere symbol of authority
The crown, the mantle
Balogun, the war chief
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Talo njeun ti aja nju ru
Before the main crown,
The beads and the honour
Otun , the senior chief bragged and beat his chest
Grassland deer is so comfortable that it wants
Its chest to be as big and broad as a horse
The staff, the voice of the king
Iyalode, the women leader bragged too
Osi is subjected to calming
There is space for Nupe people
They were building shrine for their masquerade
But the staff spoke in annoyance
The village preached peace
The crown stood
His subjects subjected to standing
And dared not to look him in the eyes
But now,
The source is completely dry
The culture is totally punctured
Now we are famished and thirsty
Dead and stranded
I can't shout to the south
The absolute power of the crown is faced off
Antiquated honour is no longer Antique
The authoritative staff lost its command
The crown is traded for money
And the place of honour reeks of horror
Civilisation strangles everything
The horses are no longer royal
Science takes the position of the state affair
And politics dictates the pace
And the place of the crown is only ceremony
What are the ministers?
Mere figure-heads without useful intents
When there is a written law
Their bye-law never had ink anyway
All were just Babake's bookless orders
Where are those ISAKOLE?
They are now TAXES
And never for any crown
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The crown no longer has the power
His command less bears effect
His power lacks the sting of vigour
His crown has been squeezed and crushed
And replaced with a humorous cap
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Suffocating
It began in open windows and although
These windows were a bit tinted I believed
In space in time through the erasing
Of time itself; this was needed most
To be gone, therefore, forgotten
Breeze in the backyard
From the second story windows
Why was there never a conclusion?
Just getting to the air
Just falling on some things
That were never promised except
The windows being open and the air
Being so warm that one could feel
As if it was all real
Open-ended, ended in a note
A text and tapping of keys
Which travelled farther than any daydream?
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Alajerun

Eaters to Ruin

Won kun fun oro
Won kun fun eyin
Awon alajerun, won kun fun enu
Enu iro, eyin oro, alajerun
Gbogbo nkan ni won maa je tan
Ajerun, ajepa, ajeyo, ajebi!

They are full of pain
They are full of teeth
The eaters to ruin, they are full of mouths
Mouths of lies, teeth of pain, eaters to ruin
They will eat everything till it is finished
Eat to ruin, eat to death, eat beyond fill
eat to vomit!
No eyes, no nose, no ears

Kosi oju, kosi imu, kosi eti
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Kosi okan!
Afi enu, afi eyin!
Aje wo! Aje ra! Ajerun!
Awon Alajerun!

No heart!
Only mouths, only teeth!
Eat to collapse! Eat to rot! Eat to ruin!
The Eaters to Ruin!
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